Guidelines for long-term retreat
– from forty days to three months
Jes Bertelsen

The Tibetan word for retreat means to draw a boundary. The idea is to withdraw from
ordinary worldly life and to define a boundary around oneself. This demarcation has at least
three aspects:
The first is physical. You define an area, and you remain within that. You do not cross the
boundary of the retreat area. You also determine beforehand who should have access to the
demarcated area. For example, one or two spiritual friends who help with supplies.
The next aspect has to do with communication and information. The less information, the
greater the possibility for intensity and deepening in the alchemical flask. Phone, SMS,
email, tv, radio and computer constitute major possibilities for distraction; they can
perforate the enclosing membrane that is a precondition for the possibility of deeper
processes of transformation to take place.
A third aspect of the demarcation relates to self-centredness. When you are alone (or two
or three together) and practice many hours every day, the possibility to occupy yourself
with the contents of your mind and with yourself increases. The whole idea with a retreat is
not, however, to become wrapped up in yourself, in self-analysis and self-absorption. This
can easily lead to narcissism and egomaniacal preoccupation with yourself, your life, your
character, your traumas, and so on.
It is important, therefore, that self-development and therapy and biography have been
processed reasonably well in advance, before you embark on long-term retreats. This third
demarcation therefore concerns deciding not to pursue this self-centring tendency, but to
discover biographical and character-related matter as it arises; to observe it; and to practice
from there.
This demarcation is a kind of statement of intention, a decision in principle. It is a decision –
repeated daily – to stick to some psychological-existential guidelines: To give space to
whatever might come up in your mind about yourself. To detect it and not to become
captivated by it, circling around it and indulging in associations based on it. Whatever shows
itself spontaneously and naturally in your mind must be allowed its natural space. But it is
crucially important to detect this and to not automatically, unconsciously and inadvertently
continue along this track, as if you were sleepwalking. The movement is from content to
practice.
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Purpose
Why long-term retreat? To give practice a possibility to deepen. To bring about an
accumulation of energy. And to explore your inner boundaries.
Practice is about discovering the innermost nature of the mind; the core, spiritual
intelligence, the wisdom of the heart and silence. This inner journey requires energy and
stillness.
Practice, together with the increased accumulation of energy during a retreat, makes it
possible to meet and possibly shift or ideally go beyond your inner boundaries. The purpose
of crossing one’s inner boundaries is, ideally, to reach the natural compassion that springs
from within the stillness of the heart.
It is hardly possible for many practitioners to reach their inner boundaries and to open them
in the course of their ordinary daily lives, even if they practice three hours every day.
Therefore, retreats.
Tools
The main tools for the inner work are: healthy food, body work, reading spiritual literature,
and sitting practice.
The principles for food are: a simple, preferably vegetarian or vegan, diet: organic
vegetables, rice and lentils, for example, no meat, no alcohol, no smoke.
Body work can be anything, from relaxation, yoga, prostrations and dance, to running or
going for walks.
It is important that there is a balance between body work and sitting practice. If you sit
more, you should do more body work, too.
To provide meaning and focus for your intellect, reading spiritual texts is an important
ingredient. Whatever you find uplifting and inspiring for your spirituality can be used.
If it suits your propensity, it is useful to read a practice text and to use some time every day
for combined reading of a text and contemplation. Read one or a few sentences; sit quietly
and let the content touch you, and then allow a moment of wakeful openness.
To weave text and practice together in this manner can be very helpful, if it is in harmony
with your natural inclinations.
Preconditions
In the ancient traditions, in the East as well as in the West, it has been strongly emphasized
that the perspective for retreat and withdrawal should concern the generation and
discovery of a surplus that could be of benefit for other people.
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So, the aim is not personal salvation. The precondition and perspective are rather to develop
elevation and refinement that may benefit the community through helpfulness, kindness
and dedication.
The decisive precondition is that you have a well-rehearsed and well-functioning practice.
This is the principal tool. If you have too much uncertainty and doubt about practice, it is
hardly advisable or appropriate to embark on long-term retreats.
The main instrument to be used again and again in order to handle the material that may
come up is precisely practice, embedded in the various foundational dispositions: relaxation,
heart contact, and mental neutrality (mindfulness).

The actual work
The fundamental principle appears to be that you keep your daily rhythm and stick to your
practice regardless of whether things are headed up or down, whether it is hard going or
plain sailing. It is the daily, steady rhythm and the continuous, meticulous practice which
carry you through.
Apart from the biographical material, which you should avoid becoming consumed by, the
mind in its more present function will undoubtedly feed the three principal streams: 1)
Libido, sexuality, dreams and fantasies; 2) Anger, irritability, worry, restlessness; 3) Lethargy,
sleepiness, boredom.
The inner work consists of learning to handle and navigate these mind streams with the help
of the daily rhythm and timely practice.
Timely practice means that the mind is not left with too much time and too much space for
its natural but also rather uniform circulations. Attention should detect the mind’s flows in
time and activate practice at the right moment. When this continuous inner work functions
correctly, the level of energy will gradually increase automatically and the mind will
approach its inner boundaries.
The Collective Forces
Beyond the natural inner boundaries of the personality and the mind lie the collective
forces, in their positive as well as negative forms. Behind the limits of the ordinary mind lie
both the collective unconscious and what we call the inner planes.
Initially, these collective forms of energy will arrive in an unorganized manner. They can rise
and fall and shift. Or they can arrive in a single, immense and chaotic package. The task is
not to identify with the material and the manifestations of energy that show up. They must
be given their natural place, but the fascination with the material and with the amount of
energy and the manifestations will seek to seduce the attention towards either rejection,
closure, fear, or identification and absorption.
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Especially here, practice and the steady daily rhythm have to prove themselves. Let the
material come, relax, become neutral, feel your heart, remember the exalted (e.g., your
teacher and lineage), and practice: find the openness, the centre of the storm, freedom.
This is presumably the greatest challenge you will meet during long-term retreats. Some
people have a more long-term disposition and are calmer types, and such practitioners will
only meet these boundaries late or after several long retreats.
Some people are more astral, combustible types and they might well meet these boundaries
sooner.
Warning signs
During every retreat it is of utmost importance to listen to and act upon warning signs.
These may take the form of insomnia, fear, nightmares, dreams of catastrophes, errors and
slips, or accidents.
If such warning signs occur, you should discuss this with one of the spiritual friends with
whom you have beforehand made an agreement that you can contact them. Sometimes, if
the warning signs are too great or too many, cutting short a retreat can be the right thing to
do.
Integrating practice with anything at all
The central inner work consists of integrating practice with whatever arises. Whether it is
doubt or fear, joy or walks, eating or drowsiness – anything at all that occurs should ideally
be connected with practice.
Here, practice means mantra recitation, prayer, inner breathing exercises, body work, heart
contact, neutral observation (mindfulness), and the actual moments of practice.
The more powerful the material that manifests, the more important it is to integrate this
material directly with practice. Concretely this means giving whatever is arising in the mind
time and space. Nothing should be pushed away or repressed or scorched with “no good” or
“shouldn’t”. Space and time, that is the first step.
The next is to discover the natural tendency for interpretation, association, evaluation,
identification, for allowing oneself to become absorbed. This is where practice should take
its place. Detect, observe, leave the material to itself, look into the freedom from form of
the openness.
Distractions
When energy builds up and the inner boundaries are touched or provoked, the mind reacts
by diverting attention by means of distractions. Suddenly it becomes very important to
water the plants, go for a walk, write a letter, make yourself a cup of tea. A daydream.
Breathing space.
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Distractions are natural. The point is to discover the mechanism; there is no point in fighting
them. What works is collaboration, a dance, a kind of aikido. Tolerance and practice.
Fruits
The most important fruit is compassion and surplus energy with respect to others.
The inner depths of the heart and in consciousness are common to all humans. Reaching this
innermost shows itself as compassion for others. Solidarity and the energy to do something
that benefits others and the common good. On a personal level the fruits may be that there
is greater presence, joy, calm, and peace. And practice deepens.
It is important that there is a balance between the positive and the troublesome. It can
hardly be avoided and neither is it expedient to avoid the troublesome, the pain, the
loneliness, the suffering. It is better, if the onerous and burdensome material and the
difficult times are in balance with the light and joyful, the opening and flowing.
Ideally, presumably, the positive should outweigh the negative. Otherwise it is difficult to
see how one should keep up the motivation and desire for the inner work.
Leaving retreat
Just as it is expedient to ritualise entering the retreat, demarcating the boundaries and
writing down the principles regarding the daily rhythm and objectives, in the same way it is
advisable also to ritualise leaving the retreat and to write a conclusion that contains points
requiring work and openings, insights and experiences.
It is easy to forget the subtle spiritual states and insights. It is important to write them
down, so that it is easier to carry them with you, out into ordinary worldly life.
The transition is often not so easy and can demand a lot of effort. If it has been a good
retreat, the sense of loss in everyday life can become quite strong.
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